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Abstract: In any period, colleges and universities in various countries have high requirements and importance for the ideological and political education of college students. The ideological and political education of college students is the ideological education and political education of college students. It aims to make college students form a scientific world outlook, outlook on life and values through education. Adhering to the dominant role of college students' ideological and political education is a common requirement of Chinese and foreign universities, and it is also a common requirement of Chinese and foreign universities. In the process of opening education market and cooperation with foreign countries, western values, ideology and lifestyle will inevitably infect our ideology and culture. Eastern and Western cultures, local and foreign educational resources, advanced and backward concepts are stirring each other here. It opens up students' vision and thinking, and leads to the constant impact of Western hostile forces on our traditional culture and mainstream ideology. Only by extending the understanding of cultural self-confidence to the source of Chinese culture can we truly understand the spiritual self of Chinese culture.

1. Introduction

Ideological and political education of college students is an important part of College education. Focus on the cultivation of students' ideological and political literacy and exercise students' will, character and moral sentiment, and cooperate with other disciplines in Colleges and universities to train and educate students in an all-round way [1]. At any time, colleges and universities in various countries have high requirements and attention to the ideological and political education of College students. As a social ideology, economic globalization is not only conducive to promoting the progress and integration of different national cultures, but also brings challenges and opportunities to cultural development [2]. Ideological and political education of college students is the ideological education, political education, moral education and legal education of College students. Through education, college students can form scientific world outlook, outlook on life and values [3]. In order to make the ideological and political education of colleges and universities more effective, colleges and universities should seriously analyze the various opportunities and challenges brought about by the new media environment [4]. Adhering to the dominance of ideological and political education among college students is a common requirement of Chinese and foreign universities and universities, and is also a common requirement of Chinese and foreign universities [5]. Most countries in the world have set up non-knowledge ideological and political education in the field of education. Although countries have different names for college students' ideological and political education, their educational and teaching objectives are basically the same [6].

The ideological and political education of college students is an important feature of socialist universities with Chinese characteristics. It has a profound and important impact on the development of college students' world outlook, outlook on life and values [7]. With the implementation of China's reform and opening up policy and the rapid advancement of internationalization of higher education, colleges and universities have become a place where multiculturalism is concentrated. In the process of open education market and foreign cooperation, Western values, ideology and lifestyle will inevitably be immersed in China's ideological culture [8]. Ideological and political education has two characteristics: ideological and non-ideological. In the work of ideological and political education for college students, China must conform to the
development of the trend of the times [9]. And it shoulders the important task of cultivating high-level, high-quality and high-application elite talents under the requirements of socialist modernization construction. This kind of eastern and Western culture, native and foreign educational resources, advanced and backward ideas are stirring each other here [10]. It opens up students'vision and thinking, and leads to the constant impact of Western hostile forces on our traditional culture and mainstream ideology. This paper compares the ideological and political education of college students abroad with that of our country, and makes objective and scientific analysis and research. It can play a certain role in promoting the development of ideological and political education of college students in our country.

2. Brief Introduction to the Ideological and Political Education System in Chinese Colleges and Universities

The main body of Sino-foreign cooperation in running a school is composed of both sides. It is in line with foreign universities in terms of the purpose of running a school, curriculum, syllabus, textbook construction and teaching methods. Because the main task of ideological and political education is to carry out ideological education of the ruling class, it has more distinct ideological character than other education. There are different and numerous ideas and ideologies in foreign societies, forming a more complex and pluralistic social trend of thought. Through descriptive analysis of all aspects of ideological and political education, this paper provides a general overview of the ideological and political status of Minority College students, but further empirical investigation is needed. We should respect the subjective status of college students, create a good atmosphere of public opinion, and construct the main theme of college campus culture, and constantly innovate educational goals. For college students who are in a critical period of world outlook, outlook on life, and values. It is especially important to correctly judge and identify multiculturalism to falsify the truth. Colleges and universities, especially Chinese-foreign cooperative education institutions and fields, have become the frontiers of the international ideological and cultural contest between the enemy and the enemy. The ideology of ideological and political education has always been the dominant aspect, which stipulates the fundamental nature and direction of ideological and political education.

The ideological and political education of college students in China is dominated by the core values of socialism, which is determined based on China's basic national conditions and the country's long-term development strategy. Any innovation in the ideological and political education model of college students, combined with the actual search for the appropriate entry point, is a common aspiration of different researchers. The dominant goal of ideological and political education for college students in China is to adhere to the direction of Marxism, socialism and communism. The core guiding ideology will eventually be transformed into the thinking mode and ideology of college students. It is of great and far-reaching significance for college students to guide their future behavior in life and society. It is not enough to take student Party members as the leading role. To do a good job of ideological and political education in Colleges and universities, it is necessary for all educators and educatees to communicate in two directions. There are still unreasonable and unscientific parts in the ideological and political education system of college students in our country. This is mainly reflected in the establishment of relevant institutions on education and their respective responsibility systems. On the basis of carrying out the socialist core value system, we should correctly grasp the essence and essence of Marx's theory. This is not only the soul of ideological and political work, but also the correct political orientation of Sino-foreign cooperation in running schools.

3. Characteristics of the Ideological and Political Education System in Foreign Universities

The evaluation and supervision of Ideological and political education in Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run colleges and universities by educational administrative departments are not effective. The dominance of Ideological and political education of college students in our country is
mainly embodied in the ideological and political theory course. Its orientation and requirements of Marxism, socialism and communism are very clear. The ideological and political education of college students in our country imparts the core socialist values of college students and the ideological essence of our excellent traditional culture. It can effectively help college students to establish correct values, outlook on life and world outlook. Foreign countries attach great importance to the leadership and management of Ideological and political education for college students. In many developed countries, the state has taken the means of directly intervening in the ideological and political education system of college students to guide and plan the ideological and political education system of college students as a whole. There is no mandatory regulation standard in the organization, and indirect regulation is implemented. Most students in Sino-foreign cooperative education have a high patriotic enthusiasm, can take the initiative to care about national events, support the party's leadership, and have full confidence in the development of the motherland.

The ideological and political education of college students is scientific and advanced in the value of education, but there is still much room for improvement in the way of education. The state does not directly intervene in policy. It is an open and diversified decentralized education system. The effectiveness of ideological and political education in colleges and universities is continually improving, and the ability of students to identify various new media information can be enhanced to truly promote the future development of college students. Conduct ideological and political education and vocational skills training through the online league branch. In the teaching process, computer software technology was used. This helps to observe the simulation of quality education instructional design from different directions. The experimental results of the three experiments are shown in Figure 1.

In foreign countries, students are the most important management concept, which emphasizes students' individuality and democratization of style. Overseas universities pay more attention to students' mental health education and the educational function of hidden curriculum. Some students are confused about their political beliefs and lack of persistent pursuit of Party membership. Educator-led and individual autonomy. The ideological and political theory course of any university and any major in our country is a compulsory course for college students. There are essential differences in the mode of Ideological and political work among college students. But at some specific operational levels, they can interact with each other. The natural law of Ideological and political education is the premise of the theory, and it combines with administrative management in the process of Ideological and political education for college students. Changing the Abstraction of traditional teaching content will make it easier for students to understand the form of discourse into the teaching activities. It makes it easier for students to understand and recognize the connotation of college students' ideological and political education.

Innovate the ideological and political education and deepen the role of ideological and political
education. First of all, we must create a good education environment. Including classroom, campus and multimedia education models. Some students showed indifference to politics and a greater resistance to political education. Ideological and political education must occupy the network position and take the initiative to attack, and we must not give up the initiative to instill the ideological and political work of our party. Otherwise, the ideological and political education work will be passive. The results of a teacher's two teaching satisfaction surveys after three weeks are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Teacher satisfaction survey of independent sample ratio survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First rating</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second rating</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the management philosophy of college students' ideological and political education, they insist on starting from the perspective of students. Under the requirements of the scientific development concept, the management philosophy of modern college students is student-oriented. Most of the students in Sino-foreign cooperative education are only children. And the family environment is very good, and has not been tempered by hard life. We should affirm the positive theoretical instillation in the ideological and political theory class, which provides a special and concentrated study time for the study of ideological and political theory among Chinese college students. At the same time, we must organize various practical activities to strengthen their theoretical study. The choice of educational strategies leads to the direct influence of the methods of teaching methods. At the same time, it is also an important factor influencing the implementation of educational ideas. It is another feature of Foreign Ideological and political work to integrate ideological and political education of college students into specific practical activities serving students. Our country should strengthen the professional training of Ideological and political education for college students, and formulate strict assessment, so as to improve the overall quality of passing personnel. Put the direction of education on the intrinsic basic needs of students, through the emotional interaction between teachers and students. It can guide students to make real speculation on the content of Ideological and political education in their minds, and produce deep-seated rational cognition.

4. Conclusion

Through comparative analysis of Ideological and political education of college students in China and foreign universities, combined with the drawbacks and loopholes of Ideological and political education of college students in China. Further explore how to innovate the ideological and political education system of college students in order to achieve measures to improve the ideological and political realm of College students. A large proportion of Chinese-foreign cooperatively-run college students will continue to study and further study in foreign cooperative colleges and universities. The degree of civilization of their daily behavior represents to a large extent the image of the Chinese people. The ideological and political education of college students pays too much attention to the process and mode of education, and lacks due attention to the actual mastery effect of College students. There is a lack of relevant educational strategies to guide. It is necessary to strengthen the education and cultivation of college students' behavioral etiquette in the Sino-foreign cooperative education system, and pay special attention to strengthening the education of international etiquette. First of all, starting from the root of educational strategy, establish the educational goal of college students' ideological and political education to emphasize practicality and cultivate students' practical application ability. Only by extending the understanding of cultural self-confidence to the source of Chinese national culture can we truly understand the spiritual self of Chinese culture. In addition, the cultural self is established in the complex and multi-cultural background to realize the rejuvenation of the country and the nation.
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